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worn, we prefer to make the edge flat, the edge 
of the three layers being all in the same plane. 
The ring is preferably colored, that is provided 
with a surface film to give the ring a character 
istic tint such as green oryellow gold but the film 
does not extend over the edge 5 of the silver 
layer, the latter being polished to form a bright, 
reflecting surface. 
Our process of making the ring isas follows: 
We cut or blank out of a piece of sheet gold 

a. shank 0. Out of a piece of Sheet Silver We 
blank out a shank . Out of a second piece of 
sheet gold weblankout a shank 2. These three 
pieces are preferably cut with the same blanking 
die. The first sheet of gold is preferably thicker 
than the second sheet of gold but thinner than 
the silver sheet. When blanked out, the shanks 
arestrips of metal With enlarged centers andfiat 
rectangular ends with square edges as shownin 
Fig. 2. 
Solderisthen placed upon the shanks and they 

are superimposed with the thicker gold shank on 
top, the silver shank in the center and the thin 
ner gold shank below. With heat and pressure 
the solder unites the three shanks into the inte 
gral, laminated bar 3 shown in section in Fig. 3. 
This bar is then placed under a hammer car 

rying dies which give the form to the table, and 
band portions of the ring, and also impress the 
surface ornamentation thereon. The bar is then 
arbored, that is the ends forming the band por 
tion are curved and joined to form an annulus. 
The ring is then stripped, wire Whipped and 

goes through other operations such as to attach 
the stone bezel, monogram plate or the like all 
of which operations are well known to the jewel 
ers” art andas they form no part of our invention 
need not be here described. The ring is then 
colored. In coloring, the color film may be omit 
ted from the edge of the silver shank Which forms 
the center portion of the edge of the band. We, 
however, prefer to follow the customary method 
of coloring Which is to place the ring in a plat 
ing solution and by electrolytic means deposit a 
film of colored gold upon the surface of the ring. 
When this coloring method is used the film is 
deposited upon the edge of the silver shank as 
Wellas upon the surface of gold shanks, but may 
be readily removed with any suitable scraping or 
abrading tool from the silver edge. 
Any other necessary operations such as setting 
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the stone orgem, attaching the insignia mount 
ing or the like arethen performed andfinally the 
ring is buffed and polished leaving the edge of 
the silver shank bright and with great reflecting 
properties. 
When the ring is worn, the edge of the outer 

gold shank catches the light andis reflected On 
the edge of the Silver shank so that the lami 
nated structure of the ringis obscured and the 
ring, therefore, when worn has the appearance 
of an all gold ring but there is no active conceal 
ment of the compound structure of the ring and 
When held close to the eye its structure of lami 
nated silver and gold layersbecomes apparent. 
We Clain: 
1. A finger ring having a laminated structure 

comprising a layer of neutral colored metal posi 
tioned between layers of highly colored metal, 
the edge, of said neutral colored metal being 
exposed and polished to provide a reflecting sur 
face, 

2. A finger ring having a laminated structure 
comprising a layer of silver positioned between 
layers of gold, the edge of said silver layer being 
exposed and polished to provide a reflecting sur 
face. 

3. A finger ring having a laminated structure 
comprising a layer of gold, a layer of silver 
thicker than the gold and a second layer of gold 
thinner than said first layer, the edge of said 
silver layer being exposed and polished to provide 
a reflecting surface. 

4. A finger ring having a laminated structure 
comprising a layer of gold, said layer being im 
pressed with a design including a chamfered 
edge, a layer of silver, the edge of said layer 
being flat and polished to provide a reflecting 
Surface, and a second layer of gold concealing 
the lower surface of said silver layer. 

5. A finger ring having a laminated structure 
comprising a layer of gold, said layer being im 
pressed with a design, a layer of silver, the edge 
of said layer being flat, and polished to provide 
a reflecting surface, and a second layer of gold 
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concealing the lower surface of said silver layer, 4° 
said ring having a deposited film of colored gold 
upOn its surface except at the edge of the silver 
layer which edge is exposed and polished to pro 
vide a reflecting surface. 
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